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Abstract

A simultaneously transmitting and reflecting reconfigurable

intelligent surface (STAR-RIS) aided communication sys-

tem is investigated, where an access point sends informa-

tion to multiple users located on both sides of the STAR-

RIS. Different from prior works which assume that the

phase-shift coefficients for transmission and reflection sig-

nals can be independently adjusted, a coupled transmission

and reflection phase-shift model is considered. Based on

this model, a fast beam splitting (FBS) technique is pro-

posed for STAR-RISs to split signals into a multiple beams.

Exploiting the FBS technique, the number of split beams

can be controlled by using STAR-RIS with one-bit phase

shifters and by reconfiguring only a small portion of its el-

ements.

1 Introduction

Recently, the novel concept of simultaneously transmitting

and reflecting reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (STAR-

RISs) [1] has been proposed. In contrast to conventional

reflecting-only RISs [2], the wireless signal incident on

STAR-RISs is divided into the transmitted and reflected

signals propagating into each side of the surface, thus

achieving a full-space reconfigurable wireless environment.

Therefore, by deploying STAR-RISs, transmitters and re-

ceivers do not have to be located on the same side of the

surface assumed for the case of conventional reflecting-only

RISs, thus enhancing flexibility. Motivated by this promis-

ing characteristic, growing research efforts have been de-

voted to investigating the benefits of deploying STAR-RISs

in wireless networks. For example, the authors of [3] inves-

tigated the general hardware model and channel model for

STAR-RISs, where the diversity gain achieved by STAR-

RISs was analyzed. In [4], the authors proposed three prac-

tical operating protocols for STAR-RISs and studied the

corresponding joint beamforming design problems in both

unicast and multicast scenarios. In [5], different categories

of STAR-RIS hardware implementations, hardware mod-

els, and channel models were discussed and compared.

Despite these advantages of the STAR-RIS, most existing

research contributions [3, 4] assume that the phase-shift of

transmission and reflection (T&R) coefficients can be inde-

pendently adjusted, which requires that the corresponding

electric and magnetic impedances can assume arbitrary val-

ues. This, however, may be impossible for passive lossless

STAR-RISs whose electric and magnetic impedances are

limited to purely imaginary numbers [6]. Following this

line of research, the authors of [7] considered the correla-

tion between T&R coefficients of each STAR-RIS element.

In this case, the phase-shift coefficients for transmission

and reflection are coupled with each other, which makes

the transmission and reflection coefficient/beamforming de-

sign much more complicated than in existing works. Moti-

vated by this, in this paper, we investigate how T&R coeffi-

cients are coupled for lossless STAR-RIS elements. Based

on the coupled phase-shift model, we propose a fast beam

splitting (FBS) technique for dividing the transmitted or re-

flected signal into multiple beams. This technique enables

the STAR-RIS to split beams on one side of while maintain-

ing a specular reflection/transmission on the other side. For

the proposed FBS technique, we further reveal the configu-

ration parameter that determines the number of split beams

and use Monte Carlo method to simulate the resultant radi-

ation pattern on both sides of the STAR-RIS.

2 A Coupled Phase Shift Model for Passive
Lossless STAR-RISs

The T&R coefficients are the ratio between the complex

amplitudes of the transmitted / reflected signals and the in-

cident signal, which can be expressed in terms of the fol-

lowing forms:

Tm = β T
m · e jφT

m , Rm = β R
m · e jφR

m , (1)

where β T
m and β R

m ∈ [0,1] are the real-valued transmis-

sion and reflection amplitudes, respectively, and φ T
m and

φ R
m ∈ [0,2π) are the corresponding phase-shift values for

transmission and reflection.

In the following, let us inspect the constraints imposed on

the T&R coefficients of STAR-RIS elements due to the law

of energy conservation. We illustrate these constraints us-

ing the following diagram. In Fig 1, the circle is centered at

point C with diameter OQ of length equals to one. If point

P is in Region I (within the circle), �QP and �OP represent

legitimate T&R coefficients for a passive lossy STAR-RIS.

If point P is in Region II (outside of the circle), the corre-

sponding T&R coefficients can only be achieved by an ac-

tive element. If point P is on the circle, the corresponding



Figure 1. Illustration of Tm and Rm on the complex plane.

vectors represent the T&R coefficients for a lossless ele-

ment, where the T&R coefficients follows:

|Rm|2 + |Tm|2 = 1, (2)

or equivalently,

(β R
m)

2 +(β T
m )2 = 1. (3)

For a closer inspection, for the passive lossless STAR-RIS
elements, we have |Rm ±Tm| = 1 [6]. This is equivalent to

the following correlation between the phase of T&R coeffi-

cients:

φ R
m −φ T

m =
π
2
+νmπ, νm = 0 or 1, ∀m = 1,2, · · · ,M, (4)

where M denotes the total number of STAR-RIS elements.

νm is referred to as the auxiliary bit1 for the lossless STAR-

RIS in the following and provides an additional degree of

freedom which links the possible phase shift values be-

tween the transmission and reflection coefficients.

3 The Fast Beam-Splitting Technique

In this section, we present the proposed FBS technique.

Due to the new constraint introduced in (4), it is more chal-

lenging to optimize both the T&R phase shifts, especially

for the case of multi-user broadcasting networks. As a rem-

edy, the proposed FBS technique enables a passive lossless

STAR-RIS with only one-bit phase-shift control to maintain

specular reflection/transmission on one side2 while achiev-

ing beam-splitting on the other side. In addition, the num-

ber of beams can be conveniently changed by only adjust-

ing the phase shifts of a small portion of the elements. This

can largely reduce the overhead and energy consumption

of configuring the STAR-RIS before the beginning of each

transmission. Without loss of generality, we investigate the

case of carrying out beam-splitting on the transmitted signal

in the rest of this paper. Consider the system illustrated in

Fig. 2, a base station (BS) is communicating with multiple

1νm can only take on two values, 0 or 1. Thus, its value represents the

two possible phase difference between φ R
m and φ T

m , i.e., the phase differ-

ence is either π/2 or 3π/2.
2Here, specular reflection/transmission means the smart surface main-

tain the specular component of the incident beam.
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Figure 2. STAR-RIS for transmitted beam splitting.

users on both sides. The line-of-sight links exist between

BS and users on the reflecting side (Rrxs). However, line-

of-sight links are blocked between the BS and the users on

the opposite side of the wall (Rt1-RtN). A STAR-RIS is de-

ployed on the wall to recover services for these users. Sup-

pose that the users are spread out within the far-field region

of the STAR-RIS on the y-z plane. The STAR-RIS need to

split the transmitted signal into a number of N beams, which

coincides with the number of transmitted users (Rtxs).

According to (4), for the considered STAR-RIS imple-

mentation, the phase difference between the reflection and

transmission coefficients can be either π/2 or 3π/2. Thus,

we assign one control bit, namely νm in (4), to each element

to determine this phase difference. Since all users are lo-

cated on the x = 0 plane, the STAR-RIS only needs to split

the beams in the horizontal (azimuth) directions. Thus, all

elements in the same column can be configured to the same

phase shift. We denote the T&R phase shift coefficient of

the mth element column by φ T
m and φ R

m . The FBS technique

only requires the STAR-RIS configuring the phase shifts

imposing on the transmitted signal of the mth element col-

umn as follows:

φ T
m =

{
(φ R

m − π
2 )−π if m (mod p)< q,

φ R
m − π

2 otherwise,
(5)

where φ R
m is configured according to the cophase condition3

to support specular reflection [2], p and q are integer pa-

rameters which control the number and relative strengths of

beams produced by the FBS technique. In Table. 1, we give

the number of split beams for some exemplary cases. As

can be seen from the table, for p > 3, the number of trans-

mitted beam generated by the proposed FBS technique is

equal to 2 ∗ (p− 3) + 1. Moreover, only 1/p of the total

number of element need to be reconfigured to have trans-

3According to the cophase condition, the reflection coefficient can be

determined as φ R
m = � hR

d − � hR
cas,m, where � hR

d is the phase of the direct

BS-Rrx link, and hR
cas,m is the cascaded channel from BS to Rrx through

the mth element.



p 3 4 5 6 7

Number of beams 3 3 5 7 9

Percentage of elements
need to be configured

33% 25% 20% 16.7% 14.3%

Table 1. Number of split beams and the percentage of el-

ements need to be reconfigured for different values of p,

q = 1.
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Figure 3. Radiation pattern for p = 5.

mission coefficient different from the remaining ones. In

the following section, we numerically verify this result.

4 Numerical Results

In this section, simulation results are provided to demon-

strate the proposed FBS technique for STAR-RISs. For

our simulations, we assume that the STAR-RIS is a uni-

form planar array consisting of M = 18×18 elements. The

spacing between adjacent elements is half of the carrier

wavelength. We plot the radiation patterns generated by

the STAR-RIS employing the proposed FBS technique with

q = 1. For each figure, the left half of the sphere (angle

range from 90◦ to 270◦) is the reflection side while the

right half is the transmission side. The STAR-RIS is placed

alongside the 90◦-270◦ direction. As shown in Fig. 3, for

the case of p = 5, there are five distinct beams generated

on the transmission side while specular reflection is main-

tained on the reflection side. It can be observed that all split

beams have relatively the same power levels and are evenly

spread on the transmission side. In Fig. 4, for the case of

p = 6, there are nine beams on the transmission side. Ac-

cording to the simulation, there are two beams point in the

direction of 90◦ and 270◦. In reality, however, signal power

in these directions are especially weak due to the effect of

reduced receiving cross-section and the leaning factor [3].

As a result, these two beams are not counted in Table. 1.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, a coupled T&R phase-shift model for STAR-

RISs was proposed. Based on the model, we presented

a FBS technique for STAR-RIS to split incident signal

into multiple beams using only one-bit phase shift and a

small portion of elements. Future directions for the study
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Figure 4. Radiation pattern for p = 6.

of STAR-RISs include optimizing the amplitude of the

T&R phase-shift coefficients, designing network with mul-

tiple STAR-RISs, and considering the frequency respond of

STAR-RIS for wideband communications.
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